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Abstract: 

Speech Recognition is the understanding human words by computer that was spoken by the human. These 

words may be the human language and changing the human language will demand different challenges for the 

different language which means the algorithms designed for English speech recognition cannot be employed to 

recognize another language such as Sindhi. It requires entirely new and separate algorithms to understand 

spoken words for Sindhi language. In this regard, every language and script pose different challenges related to 

script. This paper introduces a study related to speech recognition systems available in various language 

specially related to Sindhi language. An emphasis has been given to architecture of automatic speech 

recognition system, various challenges posed by the scripts with special attention to Sindhi and its related 

languages.  

1. Introduction 

In many current situations, speech is the most natural communicative element for a human. There are many 

applications which are based on the voice recognition such as giving a query in database or information 

retrieval system, giving a dictation, or generally giving a command to a computer or another device. It plays a 

vital role otherwise one’s hands are required to complete the task. Today’s globalised world speech recognition 

is much more important to communicate with the computer via text and speech (spoken word). Due to speech 

recognition, typing effort has been removed by dictating the text. Speech recognition is an art of work that 

selects the words from a trained vocabulary of words. Every spectral vector is identified by a label (phoneme), 

identification of word based the matching the string of label, phone machines based on label and transition 

probabilities and Markov chains (CM). The acoustic models were used to match the phonetic elements or 

phonemes. Phonemes are generated by the label of each word by an acoustic processor in the response to 

spoken word or input (Bahl et al.,1998). Voice recognition system are based on a micro phone translating a 

voice into electrical voice signal.to analyze the voice for generating a voice pattern in the form of time 

frequency distribution frequency analyzer were used, level of voice change sometimes too strong or too week 

for suitable processing. A voice recognition system consists on a voice input (Muroi et al.,1989). Speech (voice) 

recognition system provide a simple, efficient interaction amid others for people who have any disabilities. 

voice recognition system based on four stages:one is acquisition of the data, second in preprocessing, third is 

feature extraction and fourth is pattern recognition (Gonzalez et al.,2016). The voice recognition system main 

focus on to make a system more efficient to communicate with the computer, many voice recognition systems 

are available for other languages but there is not any voice recognition system for Sindhi language this system 

help for the Sindhi speaker as well as different language speaker 

2.  Automatic speech recognition (ASR) 
The enlargement of devices in automatic speech recognition system able to translate the normal language. Voice 

recognition are generally describing as: 1) unique or isolated words are separated in the different pause and 

speech recognition system able to recognize that word and 2) incessant voice recognition in this procedure of 

identification of sentences is created a repeatedly in a normal method and 3) voice recognizing in sense that the 

system in which aim is transcription such as a database query system or a robot systems. These systems are 

replied correctly to a spoken word, request and instruction (Bahl et al., 1983). Automatic speech recognition is 

an advanced technology, and play a dynamic role in past decades. 
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2.1    Architecture of ASR 

 

Fig:1 architecture of ASR 

In automatic speech recognition system spoken words recognized by a computer which is spoken by a human 

by using  a device such as microphone or telephone  and then  decode into a printed  form of text translating of 

spoken words into text is strong challenges due to high viability of singles for examples there will be a many 

different speaker which have a different pronunciation, speak in different styles, different manner, different 

emotional states and a different accent (Ranjeet et al.,2016). Rosti, (2004) proposed in their research that 

Automatic speech recognition is the techniques that able to record human speech into written text, these types of 

system are based on the linguistic framework, auditory framework, dictionary framework, hunt framework 

 

 

Fig 2: A real speech recognition system 

In he main part of automatic speech recognition system is the feature extraction as shown in fig:2 in which is 

used to processed incoming signals that able to drive meaningful characteristics, and then acoustic model are 

assembled from the extracted features composed with text records of speech files of database, after the feature 
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extraction the language model is used to capture the statistical properties of language by assessing of following 

phones or segment, word, in a sequence of speech and  lexicon   contains all words, phones and other symbol. 

When a user speaks a word then it goes to the lexicon with the help of lexicon the search algorithm is used to 

finding the proper word or phones that have been spoken by the speaker 

3  Speech recognition 

The procedure of mining text transcription is called speech recognition (Besacier et al., 2014).Speech 

recognition system is assimilate into a diverse application, to better know the speech recognition system 

process, there is a two main types of speech recognition 1) speaker dependent these type of system is 

uncompromising in use , these system established for only a single operator.2) speaker independent these type 

of system is more convenient  in use, developed for a multiple speakers(Mencattini et al., 2014). 

which he defines speech recognition is the structure of a system for recording signals to a string of words. 

Speech recognition is the Voice or it is the capability of a machine or program to recognise and carry out 

spoken commands. The main purpose of speech recognition is to make a system able to communicate with the 

computer. To design a well-organized user interface communication is too good. There are many speech 

recognition systems of other languages as every language has their own rules and regulation. No any speech 

recognition system for the Sindhi language has been found to authors knowledge (Jurafsky,2000). In the speech 

recognition system, the word sequences play a dynamic role because computer testing to match the sound with 

word sequences because language model helps to differentiate words and phrase that are same in sound. There 

are many applications where the language model is used such as machine translation, speech recognition, 

handwriting recognition and others Isolated word recognition is used suggested as wordlist grammar the 

wordlist grammar is suggested for isolated word recognition. “Wordlist “is called a simplest type of model 

language (Kobashikawa et al., 2014).  

     3.1  Block Diagram of Speech Recognition  
Automatic voice recognition system is composed of modules in which analog signal is      captured through a 

high quality, disturbance, background noise unidirectional microphone in       wav form and transformed into a 

digitized format. (Ghai and Singh., 2012) 

 

 
Fig:3 blocked diagram of SR 
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4  Sindhi language 

In the subcontinent of north-west of India many languages were found, Sindhi language is correlated with the 

Hindi and Urdu language Sindhi language is an Indo-Aryan language The nature of the Sindhi words is 

polymorphemic better to cite a paper. Sindhi characters are like an Arabic, Hindi, Urdu words. The Sindhi 

language is ranked the third most spoken languages in Pakistan and in India Sindhi language is documented as 

the official language (Mahar and Memnon,2010).  There are thousands of spoken languages being spoken by 

throughout the world. Sindhi is spoken by 40 million of people in Sindh province of Pakistan and as well as in 

the numerous states of the India. In India, the Sindhi language is written in both scripts, Devanagari and 

Persian-Arabic but in Pakistan, Sindhi is written in only Persian- Arabic script because both areas deeply share 

the same vocabulary. The Sindhi language consists of 52, alphabet letters (Leghari and Rahman,2010). Sindhi 

scripts were written in many forms in olden days Sindhi script holds a very rich and historical background. 

There are three main types of Sindhi script which have been used. 52 letters are contained by the Sindhi script 

and that letters are associated with the source languages.28 alphabet is containing by the Arabic language, 

Pashto (44), Urdu language have a (39) character and Persian (32). The Sindhi language have a rich background 

and it wrote in numerous scripts in different regions such as Shikarpuri, Chowki, Khuda Abad. The nature of 

Sindhi language words is polymorphemic just like a Urdu, Arabic, Hindi languages words Rahman (2009).    

4.1 Sindhi syntax 

In the Sindhi language, the writing style is much important as compared to the Urdu language. In Sindhi script. 

Dots play a Significant role of this language because a single dot is responsible for making a word and that 

word contain a perfect meaning including and excluding more dots can make another character. In this respect, 

Sindhi establishes the largest extension of the original Arabic script (Hakro et al.,2014).  The official language 

of Sindh province is Sindhi, a predictable view of Sindhi language is a 34.4 million of people in Pakistan, the 

Sindhi language is the third most spoken language (Ismaili et al.,2014). 

Sindhi language, as very limited work, has been reported in the literature in Sindhi speech recognition. In this 

modern era speech recognition is one of the ground-breaking technologies.  

In a Sindhi computing, Substantial work has been done, but there no such work is done on the Sindhi speech 

recognition (Bhurgari,2010). The Sindhi language have a variant of writing style, according to the standard of 

Unicode character should store in sequence of manner, if the user want to write a word Sindhi. (Sanjrani et 

al.,2016) they proposed in their research that the main challenges and problems of Sindhi language are that this 

language contain bidirectional, cursiveness, the composite set of dots, different structure and shape of the 

character, and a large character set, character size, compound words, context sensitivity, the pronunciation of 

words   

5 Data Dictionary 
Rare Data dictionaries are existing such as Sindhi to English and Sindhi to Sindhi in a computer form (Bhatti, et 

al., 2014b, Hakro, et al., 2014 and Shah, et al., 2011). 

6. General problem of automatic speech recognition  

In an automatic speech recognition system, there are so many parameters are including that affects the accuracy 

of the recognition system such as dependent or independent speaker, isolated or connected word recognition, 

person’s vocabulary, acoustic modeling, language modeling, environment, transducers, perplexity and etc.  the 

problems of automatic speech recognition system including given input speech pronunciation by one person in 

several times, noisy environment, conflicting between training and testing without complete recognition (Arora 

& Singh., 2012). 
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6.1  Human comprehension of speech compared to ASR 

According to the   speaker perception the speaker like to learn or get more knowledge by hearing an audio not 

the reading of books, papers, speaker avoid writing several papers on a single topic. Todays the nature of 

everyone is that they want to do work with voice or hand free system because this is more user friendly, to learn 

more and get more knowledge   To overcome this       problem and improving the prediction we construct a 

statistical model for grammatical       structure. However, we are still facing problems to model the knowledge 

of speaker as well       as world knowledge, of course, we cannot construct a model of world knowledge but the       

question is arising how can we overcome from this problem to measure the human        comprehension in the 

AS  

6.2 Noise problem  

The main purpose of automatic speech recognition(ASR), is to make an application or system with the high 

accuracy, and remove the all background noise of spoken word, without fulfilling this condition, the overall 

results of speech recognizers are highly effective (Gong, 1995; Cole et al., 1995; Torre et al., 2000). a speech is 

vocalised in sound environments such as ticking clock, playing songs in somewhere in another room. 

Communication of persons in the background, horns of the vehicles, and these unwanted types of sounds is 

usually called noise. In ASR to improve the accuracy of speech recognition, we must distinguish all sounds and 

strainer out the unwanted and disturbing noise from the input signal. Alternative kinds of unwanted sound are 

called echo effect, unwanted sound appear in the microphone at the time of speaking therefore it seems in the 

microphone a few milliseconds later (Forsberg, 2003). There are so many conventional techniques are available 

for improving recognition speech robustness such as eliminating or reducing the mismatches for instance by 

intensification of the noisy speech, by applying statistical methods for given speech units in the noisy 

environment simply by training in different noisy conditions (Furui, S., 1997). There are so two important 

approaches to robustness of speech recognition including “recognized domain approaches” (Varga and Moore 

1990; Gales and Young 1996), and the second one is the acoustic recognition model is enhanced or retrained by 

recognize of noisy speech, feature domain approaches and distorted speech (Boll 1979; Deng et al. 2000; Attias 

et al. 2001; Frayed al. 2001), while distorted speech and noisy feature are the first denoised and then fed into 

system of speech recognition whose acoustic model is trained and clean the speech. 

6.3  Body Language  
Speech is not the only one to interact for human being but body signals play a vital role in interaction namely 

waving hands, moving eyes, expression of feelings, body gesture, posture, head motions etc. this information is 

not available in automatic speech recognition system.  

6.4  Spoken language is unskilled than written language 
There are a lot of variations of expressions find between used in spoken language and written language. Spoken 

words is less complicated as compared to written words. The main characteristic of spoken words is to remove 

the unwanted noise and listen the clear spoken word. Written language is one-way communication as compared 

to spoken language which is totally different and in bi directional communication, the reason is that we provide 

feedback in only case when we understand the signals from the receiver, so the speech is the type of dialogue. 

Another big issue is disfluencies in speech such as repetition, expressions, hesitations, slips of tongues, changes 

of subjects during an utterance etc. in ASR we must analyse and address these differences (Forsberg, M., 2003).  

6.5 Variability of Channel 
 To altered the acoustic wave is the main feature of variability, to record a best voice without the noise, use the 

best quality of microphone that will not disturb the content of acoustic wave (Forsberg, M., 2003).  
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6.6  Speaker variability 
All speakers have their own speciality in their voices because all human beings have their own personality traits 

and according to needs and personality. Voice is not the only one factor which makes speakers differentiating 

but other characteristics also matters for a speaker. Following is the list of these variations. 

6.1.1 Realization 
The repetition of the similar words multiple times result in different speech signals. In the case that a user want 

to pronounce the previous speech multiple times so that the similar results can be obtained then even though the 

same results cannot be achieved as there will always be a different result of your speech produced by the 

acoustic model (Forsberg, M., 2003). 

   6.1.2 Speaking style 
  All human beings have a different style of speaking. Every human has a different way to express their 

personality. They do not use only their own vocabulary but they possess and use their special approach to 

pronounce words and emphasis and surely they possess specific style. Different speakers have different 

speaking styles that vary in a different situation; we do not have same speaking style in the bank, as talking with 

friends, as with our parents, as communicating with teachers. Every person has a different way to express their 

emotions via speech. We are speaking in different styles in different situations such as sad, happy, excited, 

exhausted, stressed, disappointed, frustrated and others. If someone is not happy then he or she speaks slow and 

the voice will be a little bit low and will speak in high voice (loud) in happy mood along with a smile on the 

face (Forsberg, M., 2003). 

61.1.3  Continue speech 
There is no natural pause between the word boundaries during the speech. Mostly the natural pauses seem on a 

synthetic level like afterwards an expression or a sentence. Conversion of words from signals is a potential 

problem and there is an only method to face this challenge, which is the applying a fixed gap or a pause in 

between of the speeches. The availability of lengthy utterances may make it inefficient (Forsberg, M., 2003). 

4 Specific problem of Automatic Speech Recognition 

There are many speech recognition systems of other languages as every language has their own rules and 

regulation. 

4.1 Implementing SR system interface for Indian language 
 

(Aggarwal and Dave, 2008) presents the development of Automatic Speech Recognition system for Indian 

languages,  after so many trials to fulfil the challenge of the implementing Speech recognition system interface 

for Indian languages by preparing various algorithms and executed them by high-level language VC++, Speech 

in and text0out interface is also implemented into it. The analysis consists of the estimation of the system using 

in the room, and the speech captured by microphone and sound blaster. The frequency of speech signal is 16000 

Hz and the size of speech sample was 8 bits.  Therefore 10.1917 dB was used to detect the words. Hidden 

Markov model is used to recognise the isolated Hindi words. During the speech recognition, so many different 

words are hypothesised in contrast to speech signal. To measure the probabilistic of a given word, the word is 

fractured into constituent phones and the phones is collapsed by HMMs. The combine probabilistic of phones 

are applied by Acoustic model. To implement all these process successfully two main important steps is need to 

follow the first one is transcript preparation and the second is dictionary preparation. At the time of transcript 

preparation a text file is arranged in which the complete vocabulary of the constructed ASR system is reported 

in Unicode. On the other hand dictionary brings the pronunciation for the words used in a language model. The 
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words pronounced by speaker broken it into a chain of sequence of sub words used by acoustic model.  

Dictionary is a file that produce  a mapping by grapheme to phenome for a given word by speaker.   

4.2 An Example of Dictionary 
Aggarwal and Dave,  (2008) designed a common interface for training, recording and for testing purpose. This 

interface shows in figure 1 

 

Figure 4: Interface for ASR Functioning 

To record speech samples given by speaker, click the record button of the given interface.  After this, the train 

button is pressed to do statistical modelling and to recognise the word speak button is pressed to speech a word 

we want to recognise. Note down that the word we want to recognise is must be already available in the 

dictionary. After the recording and training, testing is performed. At the time of testing it figure out the right 

word math and shows the accuracy rate after matching of each word.  Two hundred isolated words are 

recording by speakers in Hindi language and trained them by different number of times. randomly fifty words 

are choosing for testing is made and the outcome are as given below in figure 2. 

 

Figure 5: Accuracy vs. No. of Training 

5. Summary 

 Greatest challenges of the modern science are to create a natural human source to communicate with the 

computer. Talking in front of computer via speech is an easiest way to command rather than sitting and writing 

via keyboard. We are working on the speech recognition system of Sindhi language and the research will help 
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the persons with the disability of hands and persons who dislike typing. Speech recognition is one of the 

ground-breaking technologies. Every language has a different challenge; this paper present the speech 

recognition system in Sindhi language  

6. Future work 

In a modern technology speech recognition is increasing day by day. There are too many works done on Sindhi 

computing, there is much need to develop a system that recognize the Sindhi   speech or a spoken word to help 

the user write in own language or control machines via speech.  In this research computer, will be able to 

recognize and write a few words of Sindhi language and make a system able to control a computer with spoken 

words that are trained, few words or sentence will be used to handle the window through the voice commands. 

Sindhi voice recognition system focus is to satisfy the user of other language or a Sindhi speaker. 
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